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Objectives

We identified life science students’ learning gaps in fluid
dynamics by analyzing paired student interviews before
and after exposure to ideal gas labs. Results were used to
inform instruction and develop new activities and tests.

Balloon in Liquid Nitrogen – POST

Ideal Gas/Bernoulli Correct Answers
Question
Post(%) nGain(%) [1]
Graphical Ideal Gas
40%
34%
Diagrammatic Ideal Gas
63%
45%
Graphical Bernoulli
60%
N.A.
Diagrammatic Bernoulli
24%
N.A.

Hypothesis

A microscopic particle model of pressure is proposed to help
students understand fluid statics and dynamics. Students
will be exposed to ideal gas diagrammatic tools to see if
these tools will help them understand the Bernoulli’s
Principle concept.

PV = NkBT à Ideal Gas Diagrammatic Tools

Students used ideal gas diagrams successfully: N=constant,
lower speed and fewer interactions thus smaller volume.
Lit Candle in Jar Sealed with Water – POST

Students drew more interactions in first frame, decreased
N in second frame, then when candle went out students
only drew fewer particles and did not include speed
(energy), i.e. suggest a temperature decrease.
Bernoulli Tube – PRE & POST

Interview Process
Students were asked to:
- Make a prediction
- Observe
- Explain using multiple representations (i.e. diagrams,
graphs, math models, and verbal descriptions)

Activities to Explain
Sealed “Empty” Balloon in Vacuum Chamber - PRE

Some students indicated air removed, but unclear if by
push or pull. One surprising result was generated by
students’ interpretation that fluid is disorganized when
static and organized when under flow, but dropped
interactions.

Statistics
Number of groups who used an unprompted particle model
in their explanation of experiments listed.

PRE

Prior to ideal gas diagrammatic tools students described
pressure difference through length and number of vectors,
longer length, higher pressure.
Crushed Ping-Pong Ball in Boiling Water - PRE

Ping-Pong in boiling water
Balloon in vacuum
Bernoulli tube
POST
Balloon in liquid nitrogen
Candle in jar sealed with water
Bernoulli tube

Unprompted Particle
Model
11
8
4
n= 17
Unprompted Particle
Model
17
8
*
n = 17

* 6 out of 17 groups used “fluid organization” to explain the
Bernoulli principle.
* 4 out of 17 groups attempted a different particle model
Cold particles of gas are just dots, hot particles have nonzero vector lengths, a consistent model for pressure.

* 0 of our 37 groups could correctly apply a particle model
to Bernoulli

Because student understanding of the term “pressure”
seemed tenuous, students were asked to give their definition
in both the pre and post interviews. There appeared to be
some improvement using particle models, but mostly the
diagrammatic tools developed with ideal gasses appeared to
have little long-lasting conceptual impact.

Particle Model
Force or P=F/A
Density
Energy
# of Molecules
PV=nRT
Non-sensible

PRE

POST

3
27
3
2
1
0
1
n=37

7
25
2
0
0
3
0
n=37

Conclusions
The majority of students in both pre and post interviews said
their definition of pressure involved some type of force.
Other students answers included definitions involving
density, energy, or number of particles.
The number of
students who used a particle model increased by a third of
the interview audience. There appeared to be only a small
amount of carry-over of the particle model between fluid
statics and dynamics. Also, we were surprised to find the
number of students, pre and post interview who used the
definition Pressure=Force/Area, remained relatively
unchanged. The modest impact may have been due to end-ofsemester fatigue.
In general the students who used a
particle model to explain pressure did better on all of their
assessments, either pre or post.
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